
The History of the 4th of July

JULY 2016 CALENDAR 
NatioNal Black Family moNth

NatioNal miNority meNtal health 
awareNess moNth

NatioNal cord Blood awareNess moNth 

1- Lailat al Kadr (Islam)
4- Fourth of July or Independence Day (US)
4-10- Freedom Week (US)
7-9- Eid al Fitr (Islam)
9- Martyrdom of the Bab (Baha’i)
11- St Benedict Day (Catholic Christian)
13-15- Obon (Ulambana) (Buddhist - Shinto)
15- St. Vladimir the Great Day (Orthodox Christian)
17-23- National Zoo Keeper Week (US)
19- Asalha Puja Day (Buddhist)
23- Birthday Emperor Haile Selassi (Rastafari)
24- Pioneer Day (Mormon Christian)
25- St. James the Great Day (Christian)
27- National Korean War Veterans Armistice Day
28- World Hepatitis Day (International)
29- System Administrator Appreciation Day (US)
30- World Day Against Trafficking in Persons
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On July 4, 1776, the thirteen colonies claimed their independence from 
England, an event which eventually led to the formation of the United 
States. Each year on July 4th, also known as Independence Day, Americans 
celebrate this historic event.  

Conflict between the colonies and England was already a year old when 
the colonies convened a Continental Congress in Philadelphia in the 
summer of 1776. In a June 7 session in the Pennsylvania State House (later 
Independence Hall), Richard Henry Lee of Virginia presented a resolution 
with the famous words: “Resolved: That these United Colonies are, and of 
right ought to be, free and independent States, that they are absolved from 
all allegiance to the British Crown, and that all political connection between 
them and the State of Great Britain is, and ought to be, totally dissolved.”    

Lee’s words were the impetus for the drafting of a formal Declaration of 
Independence, although the resolution was not followed up on immediately. 
On June 11, consideration of the resolution was postponed by a vote of 
seven colonies to five, with New York abstaining. However, a Committee of 
Five was appointed to draft a statement presenting to the world the colonies’ 
case for independence. Members of the Committee included John Adams 
of Massachusetts, Roger Sherman of Connecticut, Benjamin Franklin of 
Pennsylvania, Robert R. Livingston of New York and Thomas Jefferson of 
Virginia. The task of drafting the actual document fell on Jefferson.   

On July 1, 1776, the Continental Congress reconvened, and on the following 
day, the Lee Resolution for independence was adopted by 12 of the 13 
colonies, New York not voting. Discussions of Jefferson’s Declaration of 
Independence resulted in some minor changes, but the spirit of the document 
was unchanged. The process of revision continued through all of July 3 and 
into the late afternoon of July 4, when the Declaration was officially adopted. 
Of the 13 colonies, nine voted in favor of the Declaration, two -- Pennsylvania 
and South Carolina -- voted No, Delaware was undecided and New York 
abstained. John Hancock, President of the Continental Congress, signed 
the Declaration of Independence. It is said that John Hancock’s signed his 
name “with a great flourish” so England’s “King George can read that without 
spectacles!”

Today, the original copy of the Declaration is housed in the National Archives 
in Washington, D.C., and July 4 has been designated a national holiday to 
commemorate the day the United States laid down its claim to be a free and 
independent nation.

http://www.military.com/independence-day/history-of-independence-day.html
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This issue of Cultural News was produced by UC Davis Medical Interpreting Department editorial team.  Questions? Comments?  
Please call Medical Interpreting Services at 916/734-2296 or e-mail thongsonlone@ucdavis.edu

On May 27th, 2016 Medical Interpreting Services launched a forty hour 
training for staff and community interpreters. The training curriculum 
includes professional ethics, standards of practice, code of conduct, and 
medical terminology. “Connecting Worlds” is an introductory course for 
healthcare interpreters in California. It incorporates lecture, interpreting 
practices, terminology review, interpreter roles and ethical standards 
developed by the California Healthcare Interpreters Association (CHIA). This 
was the largest class MIS ever hosted. The group consisted of twenty one 
participants representing nine different languages (Spanish, Portuguese, 
Russian, Hmong, Cantonese, Mandarin, Punjabi, Urdu and Hindi). Seven of 
the participants were staff interpreters at UC Davis Medical Center. 
Training was conducted by Adriana Mortenson MIS AA III-Supervisor and 
Mateo Rutherford, Project Manager from UCSF. They tailored the existing 

training module and added their own styles to meet the needs of this particular group, which included seasoned medical interpreters with 
many years of experience and novice community interpreters with almost no knowledge of medical terminology. 
Adriana and Mateo incorporated many videos, slides, games and excercises to make the learning process more engaging. Participants 
enjoyed the training. Many wished that the training was eighty hours instead of only forty hours. 
This was Adriana and Mateo’s first time facilitating the “Connecting Worlds” Medical Interpreter training.  They trained the course under the 
observation and guidance of Elena Morrow, Manager of Interpreting Services and Mali Thongsonlone, Analyst III Supervisor.
The training was a success.  The trainees thanked both trainers on a job well done.

Connecting Worlds Medical Interpreter Training

Brandon Deng started working as a medical interpreter with the UC Davis 
Health System back in April 1985.  He provided language services to patients, 
staff and providers in English and Mien. In 1991, he was  promoted to a 
Dispatch Supervisor role.

Brandon has been a great resource to the MIS department. He was a pioneer  
in the field of medical interpreting, before there was any formal training or 
specialized resources  available to healthcare interpreters.

Over the years, Brandon worked hand in  hand with clinical and hospital staff 
to ensure quality services for UCDSH patients.  As a Supervisor, he worked 
diligently coordinating interpreters for countless appointments daily.  

Medical Interpreting Services hosted a farewell luncheon for Brandon, who 
retired after 29 years of UC service in career capacity. It was a wonderful 
event, many staff members from various clinics and departments came 
to share their well wishes. Brandon’s retirement plans include travel and 
spending quality time with his family.  

Wishing you a fun and fulfilling retirement, Brandon!  We will miss you!

Saying “Goodbye” to the Tie- Brandon Deng’s Retirement Party


